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8.2.4 REVIEW OF RATING STRUCTURE 

File Ref: FIN.8A 

Applicant / Proponent: Not applicable 

Subject Land / Locality: Not applicable 

Disclosure of Officer Interest: Nil 

Date: 7 April 2020 

Author: Lee Sounness, Executive Manager Corporate Services 

Authorising Officer: David Schober, Chief Executive Officer 

Attachments: 8.2.4 – Community Consultation & Engagement Strategy 

Summary: 
The 2019-2020 adopted budget included an expense provision to undertake a 
comprehensive review of the Shire’s rating structure. A consultant was engaged to 
commence and assist with this process in January 2020. 

Background: 
On 28 July 2009, Council adopted Rating Equity Policy P030101. The purpose of this policy 
was to achieve, as far as possible, an equitable rating system throughout the Shire of 
Denmark.  

The report noted, the major sources of rating inequity in the Shire were in the rural areas and 
had resulted because the property, or a portion of the property, were being used for a purpose 
other than rural. (9.5.3 Rating Equity, Res:210709)  

The Rates Model adopted by Council for the 2009/10 Annual Budget prescribed a different 
rate in the $ and minimum rate for the following classes of property; 

Differential General Rate: 

• gross rental value (GRV)

• unimproved value (UV)

During the 2012/13 financial year, Council further reviewed the differential rating structure 
with a view to ensuring that all property owners pay a fair and equitable contribution to Shire 
works and services.  

The intent of the review was to deal with concerns over perceived inequities in relation to 
rating of the following classes of properties and/or issues; 

• home holiday accommodation.

• non-rural use on rural land.
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• commercial properties. 

• special rural and special residential properties, and 

• valuation of vacant land. 
 

In May 2013, Council resolved that with respect to the rating of land within the Shire of 
Denmark, it implement a new differential rating system for different land zonings and uses. 
(8.4.2 Review of Rating Policy, Res:100513) 
 

It was noted by officers in 2013 that complications may arise in administering the proposed 
rating system into the future. 
 

The officers stated the Draft Statement of Rating Objects and Reasons takes a far more 
prescriptive approach, than that used previously by Council, to impose municipal rates. The 
Officer is of the view that the proposed changes would result, at least in part, in giving Council 
the ability and tools to address the rating equity issues identified. 
That said, the proposed changes will create resourcing issues for Council staff to firstly set 
up and implement such a system and then administer it into the future. 
 

Much of the necessary research into identifying and classifying the various types of properties 
has been undertaken by staff, with validation of this data currently occurring. Ongoing 
resources will be required to liaise with property owners, identify and manage future changes 
to property zones and/or land use and administrative arrangements associated with rating 
functions. 
 

The Rates Model adopted by Council for the 2013/14 Annual Budget prescribed a different 
rate in the dollar and minimum rate for the following classes of property; 
 

• GRV Residential Developed. 

• GRV Business/Commercial Developed. 

• GRV Lifestyle Developed. 

• GRV Rural Developed. 

• GRV Holiday Developed. 

• GRV Residential Vacant. 

• GRV Business/Commercial Vacant. 

• GRV Rural Vacant. 

• GRV Lifestyle Vacant. 

• UV Rural Base. 

• UV Additional Use 1. 

• UV Additional Use 2. 

• UV Additional Use 3. 

• UV Additional Use 4. 
 

In January 2020 Moore Stephens were engaged to review the rating structure of the Shire of 
Denmark. The scope of the review was to: 

 

• review the number and type of rating classes, including differential rating classes; 

• compare and contrast the rating structures applied by adjacent local governments 
such as the rate in the dollar, dollar value, percentage of each category’s contribution 
to the whole, the proportion of UV and GRV rating to the overall rating income and 
any other matters considered appropriate for the Shire to gain an understanding of 
the current rating structure compared to adjacent local governments; 

• develop a model based on the current rating structure to permit development of 
various alternate scenarios to be assessed in a workshop environment with the 
Elected Members and Senior Staff; 
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• prepare a draft rating review report for the Shire to establish a framework for future 
rating decisions. In this report, consider the principles of objectivity, fairness and 
equity, consistency, transparency and administrative efficiency;  

• be available for workshops, to present report findings and any other related 
requirements to the council on request. 

 

The Moore Stephens rating review identified: 

• the rating structure is complex and does not appear to align to fundamental rating 
principles; 

• the characteristics of differential rating categories are not clearly defined and 
articulated; 

• differential rating categories are administratively inefficient; 

• the objects and reasons for each differential rating category do not clearly articulate 
the reason for each differential rate; 

• low numbers of properties in certain rating categories may result in compliance issues 
when setting the minimum payment; and 

• certain rating characteristics are inconsistent with the basis of valuation of the 
properties.  

 

To assist officers to assess and align the rating structure to the fundamental principles of 
rating, McLeods Barristers and Solicitors were engaged to address issues identified by Moore 
Stephens (Rates Review February 2020) of the Shire’s rating structure to sections 6.32, 6.33 
& 6.82 of the Local Government Act 1995. McLeods Barristers and Solicitors were requested 
to provide independent advice in relation to the mechanics of the model. 
 
The response requested of McLeods Barristers and Solicitors were, in summary (Councillors 
have previously been forwarded the full legal response): 
 

a) “it is recommended to amend the description for each differential rating category to 
more clearly distinguish between the objects, reasons and characteristics of each 
differential rate category. Comments made on each differential rating category 
identify particular aspects for review relating to the legislative requirements under 
section 6.33(1) of the Local Government Act 1995.” 

 

b) “whilst there are issues in the manner in which the characteristics of various 
differential rate categories are expressed, … it would not necessarily follow that the 
Shire is obliged to take any particular action other than considering and potentially 
revising its differential rating categories for the next financial year.” 

 

c) “the Local Government Act does not require adoption of a ‘rating policy’, nor impose 
any specific legislative requirements on such a policy. The Shires policy is rather an 
administrative guide to its application of the rating categories, which should provide 
guidance to rate payers as to the manner in which the rating categories would be 
interpreted and applied by the Shire.” 

 
After review of the rating structure by Moore Stephens and McLeods Barristers and Solicitors, 
the following opportunities to improve rating outcomes were recommended: 
 

• align the rating structure to the fundamental principles of rating 

• simplify the differential rating categories by reducing the number of differential rates 

• clearly define the characteristics of each differential rate so there is no ambiguity 

• clearly articulate the objects and reasons for each differential rating category 

• observe and pursue a rating structure meeting legislative compliance without the 
need for ministerial approval  

• review the basis of valuation of properties with a mixed use, and 

• establish procedures to make application to the Minister for a change in basis of 
valuation, where appropriate. 
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The opportunities identified above to improve the rating outcomes for the Shire of Denmark, 
form the basis of the recommendation of this report. 
 

Consultation: 
 

External 
 

Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries: 

• Rating Policy for Valuation of Land (section6.28) 

• Rating Policy for Differential Rates (section6.33) 

• Local Government Guidelines - Changing Methods of Valuation of Land 
 

Moore Stephens (WA) Pty Ltd: 

• Was engaged to review the rating structure of the Shire of Denmark, conduct workshops 
with Councillors and provide comment regarding focus areas identified by the Shire. The 
scope of the review is contained within this report. 

 
McLeods Barristers & Solicitors: 

• Provided written advice. 
 
Landgate: 

• Provided verbal advice and direction. 

• Gross Rental Value for a Portion of Lot – Valuation Policy 3.107 

• Unimproved Values – Urban Valuation Policy 4.116 
 

Internal 
 

Corporate Services business unit. 
Workshops with Councillors 
 
Community Consultation 

 

Assuming Council determines to adopt the attached Rating Review Communication and 
Engagement Strategy (Attachment 8.2.4), the following plan to engage with property owners 
is recommended: 

• adopt the Rating Review Communication and Engagement Strategy for the purposes of 
seeking public comment from affected landowners and the general public 

• advertise for public comment for a period of 21 days 

• refer submissions received for further consideration in determining the 2020/21 rates 

• if at this time Council chooses to adopt the new rating structure, seek approval to 
advertise the rates in the dollar and minimum payments and invites written feedback from 
ratepayers within a period of 21days from the giving of local public notice, as in 
accordance with S6.36 of the LG Act 1995. 

 
Statutory Obligations:   
Valuation of Land Act 1978 
 

The Minister for Local Government has the responsibility for determining the method of 
valuation of land to be used by the Valuer General. 
 

Section 6.28 (1) & (2) of the Local Government Act 1995 states: 
(1) The Minister for Local Government is to – 

(a)  determine the method of valuation of land to be used by a local government as 

the basis for a rate; and 

(b) publish a notice of the determination in the Government Gazette. 
 

(2) In determining the method of valuation of land to be used by a local government the 
Minister is to have regard to the general principle that the basis for a rate on any land is to 
be – 
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(a) where the land is used predominantly for rural purposes, the unimproved value of 
the land; and 
(b) where the land is used predominantly for non-rural purposes, the gross rental 
value of the land. 

 

Section 6.33 (1), (2), (3) & (4) of the Local Government Act 1995 states: 
(1) A local government may impose differential general rates according to any, or a 
combination, of the following characteristics: 

(a) the purpose for which the land is zoned, whether or not under a local planning 
scheme or improvement scheme in force under the Planning and Development Act 
2005; or 
(b) a purpose for which the land is held or used as determined by the local 
government; or 
(c) whether or not the land is vacant land; or 
(d) any other characteristic or combination of characteristics prescribed. 

 
(2) Regulations may: 

(a) specify the characteristics under subsection (1) which a local government is to 
use; or 
(b) limit the characteristics under subsection (1) which a local government is permitted 
to use. 

 

(3) In imposing a differential general rate a local government is not to, without the approval 
of the Minister, impose a differential general rate which is more than twice the lowest 
differential general rate imposed by it. 
 

(4) If during a financial year, the characteristics of any land which form the basis for the 
imposition of a differential general rate have changed, the local government is not to, on 
account of that change, amend the assessment of rates payable on that land in respect of 
that financial year but this subsection does not apply in any case where section 6.40(1) (a) 
applies. 
 

Where the Minister changes the basis of valuation from UV to GRV, Council may resolve to 
apply the change of valuation immediately / or phase in any changes in valuation in 
accordance with Schedule 6.1 of the Act. 
 

Section 6.35 states that Council may impose a minimum payment for each category. 
 

Policy Implications: 
P030101 Council Rating Equity Policy outlines the administrative process in applying 
differential rates. The report recommends repealing this policy. 
 

Budget / Financial Implications: 
There are no financial implications on the current 2019-2020 adopted Budget. The 2020-
2021 draft Budget is currently being prepared on the basis of a zero increase in overall rate 
revenue yield, as outlined later in this report. An amount of up to $30,000 is to be included in 
the 2020/21 Budget for the administration of Split/Spot rating of UV properties with additional 
uses. Adjustments to the Long Term Financial Plan will need to be made and subsequently 
adopted by Council to recognise the impact of this change. 
 

Strategic & Corporate Plan Implications: 
The report and officer recommendation are consistent with Council’s adopted Strategic 
Community Plan Aspirations and Objectives and the Corporate Business Plan Actions and 
Projects in the following specific ways: 

 

Denmark 2027 
L5.0 Our Local Government 

The Shire of Denmark is recognised as a transparent, well governed and effectively 
managed Local Government. 
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L5.1 To be high functioning, open, transparent, ethical and responsive. 
L5.3 To be decisive and make consistent and well considered decisions. 
L5.4 To be fiscally responsible. 

 

Corporate Business Plan 
E1.4.1 Review our differential rating policy to ensure fairness and equity across all rating 
categories and promote and encourage agricultural land use. 
 

Sustainability Implications:  
➢ Governance: 
There are no known significant governance implications relating to the report or officer 
recommendation. 
 
➢ Environmental: 
There are no known significant environmental implications relating to the report or officer 
recommendation. 
 
➢ Economic: 
The State Government have indicated they are intending to legislate a freeze on local 
government rates and fees and charges in relation to the COVID-19 pandemic for the 
2020/21 financial year and this may have financial implications relating to this report. 
 

➢ Social: 
There are no known significant social considerations relating to the report or officer 
recommendation. 
 

➢ Risk: 

Risk 

Risk 
Likelihood 
(based on 
history and 

with existing 
controls) 

Risk Impact / 
Consequence 

Risk 
Rating 

(Prior to 
Treatment 
or Control) 

Principal Risk 
Theme 

Risk Action Plan 
(Controls or 

Treatment proposed) 

The rate revenue 
risk  associated 

with the time 
taken to 

implement 
split/spot rating of 
UV properties with 

additional uses  

Unlikely (2) Moderate (3) Moderate 
(5-9) 

Inadequate 
Financial, 

Accounting or 
Business 
Acumen 

Manage by utilising 
DLGSC guidelines on 
changing methods of 

valuation of land. 

That  Community 
Consultation is not 

adequate. 

Possible (3) Moderate (3) Moderate 
(5-9) 

Inadequate 
Engagement - 
Community / 

Stakeholders / 
Crs 

Implement the draft 
Communication and 
Engagement Plan 

 
Comment: 
The principal reason for the rating review is to make the rating model simpler for the ratepayer 
to understand and to align to the fundamental rating principles of the Local Government Act 
1995. While a simpler model will assist staff in applying the rating principles, it is based on 
the need to be able to explain, in a fair and consistent manner, what the rates are being levied 
for. 
 

To apply the rating principles set out within the Local Government Act 1995 and guide 
decision making on the purpose for which the land is held or used, the Shire is to ensure the 
following fundamental principles are observed: 
 

• Objectivity – the use of land should be reviewed and determined based on an 
objective assessment of relevant criteria. External parties should be able to 
understand how and why a particular determination was made. 
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• Fairness and Equity – each property should make a fair contribution to rates based 
on a method of valuation that appropriately reflects its use. The objects of imposing 
differential rates and reasons for each proposed differential rate are set out by the 
local government in a publicly available document and clearly explains why each rate 
is proposed. 

• Consistency – rating principles should be applied and determinations should be made 
in a consistent manner. Like properties should be treated in a like manner. 

• Transparency – systems and procedures for determining the method of valuation 
should be clearly documented. 

• Administrative Efficiency – rating principles and procedures should be applied and 
implemented in an efficient and cost-effective manner. 

 
In addressing the recommendations proposed to improve the rating structure and observe 
the principles of rating, the following is concluded: 
 
1) SIMPLIFY THE DIFFERENTIAL RATING CATEGORIES BY REDUCING THE NUMBER 

OF DIFFERENTIAL RATES: 
 

Section 6.33 of the Local Government Act 1995 provides local governments with the 
option of implementing differential rates. A number of workshops presented by Moore 
Stephens and officers were conducted for Councillors to consider rating models with 
alternative differential rating categories and the associated impact on overall rate yield 
and on individual ratepayers. Principles considered as part of the rating structure review: 

• valuation as a basis for taxing vs differential categories 

• placing a higher tax on vacant land 

• taxing tourism and other user pays options 

 
To act on the recommendation to simplify the differential rating categories, Council has 
in principle agreed for officers to present an alternative model that: 

 

• reduces the number of differential rating categories from 14 to 4 

• models the four differential rating categories of: 
▪ GRV General 
▪ GRV Holiday Use (Tourism) 
▪ GRV Vacant 
▪ UV Base 

 

• the total rates levied to be modelled with four categories not to be more than the total 
rate yield budget for 2019/20 – ($6.712m). 

 

• the model to identify the number of ratepayers who get an increase or a decrease. 
 

• the model to identify the total amount of money required to waive the increase in rates 
from 2019/20 to 2020/21 applied as a result of any new rating model. Based on the 
rating data supplied as at January 2020. 

 

• to take into account the announcement by Local Government Minister, David 
Templeman (9 April 2020) that the State Government is seeking to legislate that local 
governments will not be permitted to increase rates or fees and charges in the 
2020/21 financial year when compared to the 2019/20 financial year, due to the 
declared public health emergency caused by COVID-19. 

 

 Model #1 Model #2 Model #3 

Number of Rate Categories  4 4   4 

Total Rate Yield $6,677,314 $6,706,461 $6,712,179 

Total GRV $5,263,849 $5,262,359 $5,263,865 

Total UV $1,413,466 $1,444,102 $1,448,315 

No. Ratepayers with increase  229 699 682 

No. Ratepayers with decrease 1,274 1,642 1,187 
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No. ratepayers with no change 2,589 1,751 2,223 

Total Ratepayers 4,092 4,092 4,092 

    

Total rate yield of ratepayers 
with increase greater than $0 $31,024 $58,363 $54,804 

Rate waiver from 2019-20 
budget $(42,175) $(42,175) $(42,175) 

Total decrease in rate yield 
inclusive of waiver from 2019-
20 budget 

         
$(66,180) 

         
$(64,373) 

         
$(55,095) 

Total Yield 
     

$6,604,116 
     

$6,605,923 
     

$6,615,201 

 
Alternate Rate Model Recommendation: 
The rate models presented offer three alternate models that meet the agreed principles 
outlined above. Of the three models, the officer recommends Model #1, for the following 
reasons: 

 

• model #1 generates the required rate yield total using a reduction in rate categories 
from 14 to 4 

• the model offers the least amount of properties to be affected by a rate increase or 
decrease compared to last year 

• in reducing to 4 categories the total number of properties with no change in Model #1 
is 2589 out of 4092 

• model #1 generates a total increase of $31,024 (plus $42,175 waiver applied in 
2019/20) for all ratepayers who have an increase above $0 from last year, excluding 
increases as a result of a change in property valuation.  

• Models #2 and #3 would require a rate waiver of $58,363 (plus $42,175 waiver 
applied in 2019/20) and $ 54,804 (plus $42,175 waiver applied in 2019/20) 
respectively. 

 

2) WAIVER AND CONCESSIONS 
 

To ensure no ratepayer has an increase in their rate notice total from last year, Council 
would be required to approve a waiver to all affected ratepayers, other than those who 
have a change in property value. Based on the acceptance by Council of alternative rating 
Model #1, it is recommended that ratepayers who would have an increase on last year’s 
rates, be waived to the value of $31,024 – this figure is subject to interim valuations 
provided by Landgate during 2020. 

 

3) CLEARLY DEFINE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH DIFFERENTIAL RATE SO 
THERE IS NO AMBIGUITY AND CLEARLY ARTICULATE THE OBJECTS AND 
REASONS FOR EACH DIFFERENTIAL RATING CATEGORY: 

 

The table following articulates the draft description, objects and reasons of the four 
proposed differential rating categories to be considered by Council. 
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4) REVIEW THE BASIS OF VALUATION OF PROPERTIES WITH A MIXED USE. 
 

Changing the Method of Valuation of Land - Split/Spot Rating: 
The recommendation to change the differential rating categories from 14 to 4 includes 
removing the UV additional use categories 1-4 and having one UV Base rating category. 
To alleviate the rating inequity for UV landholders who use their property for additional 
uses, it is recommended that the Shire utilise split/spot rating provisions under Section 
6.28 of the Local Government Act 1995 and through adoption of Local Government 
Operational Guidelines - Changing Methods of Valuation of Land 

 
Reviewing predominant use of land: 
The Act does not define the term “land” for the purpose of determining predominant use. 
Legal advice suggests that the term could be applied to a lot, part of a location or any 
part of a local government’s district. It is for those administering the provisions of section 
6.28 to define the term according to the prevailing circumstances. Thus, where a local 
government identifies new developments or land uses, it can decide whether to review 
the predominant use of the affected land only, or a larger or smaller area of land. It has 
several options for doing so: 

 
a) by portion of a lot (split valuation)  

Where a local government identifies that a rateable property contains distinctly rural 
and non-rural uses on separately identifiable portions of the property, it may consider 
applying different methods of valuation to those distinct portions. This is commonly 
referred to as “split valuations”. Split valuations should only be considered as an 
option where the predominant use of a property cannot be determined objectively and 
fairly or where it is appropriate to do so for reasons of rating fairness.  
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They must be used consistently and fairly particularly in relation to properties of a 
similar type and use. Where split valuations are used, the UV and GRV areas will 
need to be defined with reasonable precision. This may involve a limited Global 
Positioning Survey (GPS) being undertaken or the area being surveyed by a licensed 
surveyor so that Landgate can prepare a technical description of the areas. This will 
be at the local government’s cost. 
 

b) by individual lot (spot valuation)  
Individual lots are generally the smallest units of land for which a local government 
will review predominant use. Spot valuations, as they are commonly referred to, are 
most frequently used in situations where there are a number of individual lots within 
a valuation area that are used for purposes that are not consistent with the 
predominant use of land within that valuation area. Spot valuations can be effective 
in promoting rating equity by ensuring that properties with similar uses are rated on 
the same method of valuation regardless of their location within the district. However, 
they also can be more labour intensive and less administratively efficient than other 
options. Spot valuations must be used consistently and fairly. 

 
The timeframe to apply for a split or spot valuation and follow Ministerial Guidelines 
on Changing Methods of Valuation of Land for Local Government is estimated to be 
up to 12 months.  
 
Cost to Split/Spot Rate: 
Landgate Valuation - $60 to $400 depending on assessed GRV (see below) 
Gazetted Property - $105 
Survey Costs – Minister accepts GIS data shape files to specification as generated 
by Shire officers. 

 
Landgate GRV valuation costing: 
There is a fixed charge per interim GRV valuation. The cost depends on the assessed 
GRV. 
- If the GRV is less than $21,500, the charge is $57.30. 
- If the GRV is between $21,501 and $100,000 the cost is $92.20. 
- If the GRV is $100,001 or above the charge is $393.90. 

 
Thus, the maximum value of any one UV property to be spot rated is estimated to be 
$498.90, plus officer time. The average value is likely to be less than the maximum 
value. At present there are 71 properties that could be split or spot rated depending 
on review of their predominant use. 

 
5) REPEAL OF CURRENT RATING POLICY – P030101 

The current Rating Equity Policy, as it stands, does not observe Department of Local 
Government, Sport and Cultural Industries’ objectives around the fundamental principles 
of rating.  
 
As the Local Government Act does not require adoption of a rating policy, it is 
recommended that the Rating Equity Policy be repealed. It is proposed a new Rating 
Equity Policy be developed to coincide with any changes to the rating structure, 
acknowledgement of any changes to the characteristics, objects and reasons of the rating 
categories and any resulting changes to split/spot rating if accepted by Council.  
 

Voting Requirements: 
Absolute majority. 
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OFFICER RECOMMENDATION ITEM 8.2.4 
 

That Council: 
 

1. Approve for advertising the following rate model and minimum payments and invite 
written feedback from ratepayers within the period of 21 days from the giving of local 
public notice; and 
 

2020/2021 

  Rate in $ 

Rate Model  
GRV General To be determined 

GRV Holiday Use (Tourism) To be determined 

GRV Vacant To be determined 

UV To be determined 

    

Minimum Rate   

GRV General 1,097.00  

GRV Holiday Home  1,097.00  

GRV Vacant 1,097.00  

UV 1,343.00  

    

 
2. Repeal the current Shire Rating Equity Policy P030101. 
3. Waive any increase on rates, as a result of introducing a new rating model, from 

2019/20 other than those who have a change in property value due to improvements 
or where a property has been re-valued. 

 

COUNCIL RESOLUTION ITEM 8.2.4 a) 
MOVED: CR GIBSON  SECONDED: CR OSBORNE 
 

That Council, in preparing its 2020/21 budget; 
 
a. Ensure that no ratepayer shall pay more in rates for the same assessment than they 

did in 2019/20 except where improvements or development have occurred on the 
relevant property which have increased the rateable value of said property and; 
 

b. Require that if changes to the Shire’s rating model, rates in the dollar, valuations or 
other changes lead to a rates bill for an individual rates assessment which is greater 
than it was in 2019/20, then the increase shall be reduced to zero via a waiver of rates 
equal to that amount except where such increase is due to improvements or 
development on that property resulting in a valuation increase. 

 
 

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY & BY AN ABSOLUTE MAJORITY: 9/0 Res: 110420 

 
REASONS FOR CHANGE 
To explicitly inform the community and staff of Council’s desire to avoid increasing anyone’s 
rates. 
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COUNCIL RESOLUTION ITEM 8.2.4 b) 
MOVED: CR GIBSON SECONDED: CR OSBORNE 
 

That Council; 
 
1. Advise its ratepayers and the broader Denmark community that it is considering 

changes to the current differential rating system to better align it with the principles of: 
a. Objectivity;  
b. Fairness and Equity;  
c. Consistency; 
d. Transparency and; 
e. Administrative efficiency. 

 
2. In order to provide this advice and to engage meaningfully with the community on these 

proposed changes; 
a. Endorse the document titled Communication and Engagement Plan (CEP): 

Rating Review(RR), as found at attachment 8.2.4 of this agenda as a guide to 
community engagement and; 
 

b. Authorise the CEO to immediately action this plan to the extent possible 
considering the limitations of the COVID 19 Pandemic; 
 

c. Authorise for public distribution and advertising the following table (Table 1.1) 
of differential rates and rates in the dollar as an indicative guide to a proposed 
rating model. 

 

Table  1.1 
 

 

Indicative rate in $ and 
minimum rate 

Indicative categories 

  

GRV general 9.64280 
GRV Holiday Use (Tourism) 10.7881 

GRV Vacant 17.9000 
UV  0.48570 

Minimum Rate  

GRV general $ 1,097.00 

GRV Holiday Use (Tourism) $ 1,097.00 

GRV vacant $ 1,097.00 

UV  

 

$ 1,343.00 

 

d. Authorise the CEO to prepare, distribute and advertise any further information 
and explanatory material the CEO deems is required to adequately explain both 
the current and proposed models. 
 

e. Require that, notwithstanding points 2a - 2d (above), this indicative guide (Table 
1.1) and any necessary associated explanatory information be advertised 
publicly and that such advertisement shall also invite public written feedback on 
this proposed model for a period of not less than 21 days from the date of 
advertising. 

 

3. Repeal Rating Equity Policy P030101. 
 

4. Note that if Council cannot satisfactorily implement split or spot rating on UV properties 
with non-rural uses then Council would look to reintroduce UV additional use 
categories. 
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DEFFERAL MOTION 
MOVED: CR BOWLEY SECONDED: CR JONES   
 

That with respect to the Rating Review; 
1. the item be deferred until December 2020, given the current COVID-19 declared public 

health emergency and acknowledging; 

a) that the economy is in a rapid rate of change that cannot be predicted: and 

b) the WA Government has stated that consumer charges will be frozen and 

significant measures that are being implemented to ease the current financial 

burden on the WA community. 

 

LOST: 3/6 Res: 120420 
 
Pursuant to Council Policy P040134 all Councillors’ votes on the above resolution are 
recorded as follows: 
 
FOR: Cr Bowley, Cr Jones and Cr Seeney. 
 
AGAINST:  Cr Gearon, Cr Lewis, Cr Osborne, Cr Allen, Cr Phillips and Cr Gibson. 
 
 

THE ORIGINAL MOTION WAS THEN PUT AND CARRIED BY AN ABSOLUTE 
MAJORITY: 6/3 Res: 130420 
 
Pursuant to Council Policy P040134 all Councillors’ votes on the above resolution are 
recorded as follows: 
 
FOR: Cr Gearon, Cr Lewis, Cr Osborne, Cr Allen, Cr Phillips and Cr Gibson. 
 
AGAINST:  Cr Bowley, Cr Jones and Cr Seeney. 
 

Cr Jones requested that his words against the motion be recorded which were as follows; 
 
“I fully support reviewing our rate model and ensuring we are being as fair and equitable across 
our community as is reasonable.  There are elements of the proposed model that I support 
however there are other elements I believe we need more time to investigate further so that the 
community is fully informed of how their rates will be determined. 
 
Split/spot rating forms part of the new model for properties currently rated as UV Additional Use 
1 to 4.  However the resolution does not address what Rate In $ will be applied once the changes 
are made.  Will it be GRV Holiday Use or a different, new rating category?  With more time, Shire 
Officers could carry out investigation of these property types such as one with 2 chalets and one 
with a winery, complete the necessary paperwork and request Landgate provide a GRV valuation 
guidance.  This would allow Councillors to consider GRV Rate In $ categories available or 
determine if an additional new category or categories are needed. 
 
More time will also allow financial modelling of some key options such as retaining 
Business/Commercial Developed to be provided to Council.  This has not been done to date and 
I acknowledge COVID has quite rightly taken priority over Shire Officers time for the last 6 weeks. 
 
The national and state response to COVID-19 has been unprecedented and a huge part of our 
community residents and businesses have been financially impacted with immense uncertainty 
as to when a semblance of normality will return.  Shire is also under intense financial uncertainty.  
The proposed rate model #1 will impact our budget by a minimum of $140,000 ($108,000 rate 
revenue reduction from last year and approximately $30,000 Landgate costs for split/spot rating). 
The labour cost to perform the surveys/application process is currently unknown noting that a 
pilot as suggested earlier would help quantify this cost.  A reduction in the number of categories 
will result in a budget impact. 
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There is a clear option to avoid this budget impost that the new rate model will impose until we 
are post COVID and I ask Council to consider the impact of this loss of revenue.  The option is 
to stat as is and have all GRV landholders charged as per last year and UV rate yield kept the 
same. 

I am also very concerned that with the COVID restrictions in place that we are only giving 21 
days for community submissions on the model minus how UV Additional Use 1 to 4 will be rated. 
It is a short period of time however what perplexes me more is the community cannot meet Shire 
Officers and/or Council for face to face information sessions where the community can ask 
questions.  Changing from 14 to 4 categories is a major change to how we charge our community 
their property rates. The public meeting for the Albany to Denmark water pipeline was highly 
informative, had an excellent Q&A session and based on feedback from the community it was 
very welcomed and successful.  COVID restrictions do not let us provide a similar opportunity to 
our community and I feel we owe them a similar level of engagement. 

I wish to finish with the individual ratepayer impact due to the reduction of the number of rating 
categories under the limitation of ‘no ratepayer has an increase in their rate notice total from last 
year’…’other than those who have a change in property value.’  Model #1 results in 1274 
ratepayers receiving a rate decrease – I would be one of them since my category GRV Rural 
Developed will become GRV General.  However everyone else receives zero rate change.  This 
does not match the COVID-19 mantra of ‘We are all in this together’.  If it did then all ratepayers 
would get zero increase as per request from the WA Premier and Local Government Minister or 
all ratepayers would get a reduction.  If this rate model change was a stimulus initiative then it is 
highly likely it would look different as I doubt I would get a rate reduction for my residential 
property and people living in town will not.  It is also possible that Business/Commercial 
Developed category would be left in to allow the option for directed economic stimulus support. 

In this COVID year I believe we should wait until the other side and use the time to gather more 
information to give a clearer picture of how certain properties will be rated and engage various 
community groups and leaders to test and validate the final model.” 




